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UK: HOUSING ACTIVITY STEADYING? 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

 
 Mortgage approvals, 

May 

Latest 61.7k 

Previous 62.8k 

Consensus 61.8k 

Berenberg - 

 
Housing activity is steadying after the temporary hit from more demanding mortgage regulations, introduced in 
April. Mortgage approvals slipped to 61.7k in May, from 62.8k in April, in-line with consensus expectations. That was the 
smallest monthly fall in the current four month sequence. A head of steam has built up in the market driven by very low 
interest rates, buoyant consumer confidence, and expectations of future price gains. Some caution is warranted on the hous-
ing market over the next few months given the residual effects of the Mortgage Market Review and the possible effects on 
buyers behaviour from the BoE’s action. But caution does not mean outright worry. House prices are likely to continue 
rising rapidly. After the temporary disruption from tighter regulations has passed, we expect approvals to return to their 
upward trend and we look for house prices to gain 10% in 2014 and 2015. 
 
In our view, the BoE was right to start taking action on the housing market last week. Its gentle measures will not 
derail the housing market, and indeed will not even bite directly until probably mid-next year. A cap on loan-to-income 
ratios and tighter rules on affordability tests that do not bite now will plainly not be enough on their own to substantially cut 
the risks from housing. But they were a sensible start. The BoE was right to start gradually. The tools are untested. Moreo-
ver, any headlines about central bank action to cool the market could have an effect on buyers’ behaviour, but the BoE 
cannot know how much. More action will come, in our view, starting with curtailing, or perhaps even cancelling, the gov-
ernment’s Help-to-Buy mortgage guarantee scheme in September. 
 
The value of household borrowing is picking up, despite declining numbers of mortgage loan approvals. Net 
mortgage lending rose £2.0bn in May. That is still a weak number in the grand scheme of things, but it is the strongest 
monthly flow since July 2008. Net finance raised by firms was +£4.4bn in May after several week months, as firms bor-
rowed more from banks. Bank lending to non-financial businesses rose £3.4bn in May, while those to small businesses 
shrank a little, by £0.2bn. With an investment cycle seemingly kicking-in now and firms’ confidence rising high, these credit 
flows should continue gradually improving through this year. 
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